
Int/ Senior Trail/In-hand Trail 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Open and close gate, right hand push.  
Jog over pole and through serpentine. 
Lope over poles on the left lead. (in hand jog)
Transition to the walk and walk into box.  
Halt and complete a 360 degree turn to the right. 
Walk out of box.  
Trot over spoke.  
Transition to the walk and walk into “L”.  
Back through “L” and walk out.  
Walk over poles and bridge, halt to be excused. 
10.
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Intermediate Showmanship 






































































Be ready at the cone A. 1.
Trot past cone B and stop. 2.
Perform a 270 degree right haunch turn. 3.
Walk to judge.  4.
Stop and set up for inspection. 5.
After inspection, back 5 steps.  6.
Then perform a 90 degree right haunch turn.  7.
Walk to new line.
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Intermediate Western Equitation  







































































Be ready at cone A  1.
Jog from cone A to B 2.
At cone B, transition to the left lead lope and circle to the left as shown.  3.
Stop facing cone B.  4.
Turn 270 degrees to the right and back 4 steps 5.
Transition to the right lead lope and continue straight to cone C.  6.
At C halt and wait to be excused. 
7.
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Intermediate English Equitation
























































Be ready at cone A. 1.
Perform a sitting trot to cone B. 2.
Transition to the right lead canter around cone B. 3.
Change leads and continue straight.  4.
When even with cone C, transition to the posting trot on the right diagonal in a circle.  5.
When even with cone C, extend the trot, halt and back an horse length.  6.
Wait to be excused and start a new line.
7.
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